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ABSTRACT

The MIR community faces unique challenges in terms
of data access, due in large part to country-specific copy-
right laws. As a result, there is an emerging divide in the
MIR research community between labs that have access
to music through large companies with abundant funds,
and independent labs at smaller institutions who do not
have such expansive access. This paper explores how in-
dependent researchers have worked to overcome limita-
tions of access to music data without contributing to the
crisis of reproducibility. Acknowledging that there is no
single solution for every data access problem that smaller
labs face, we propose a number of possibilities for how
the MIR community can bridge the gap between advance-
ments from large companies and those within academia.
As MIR looks towards the next 20 years, democratizing
and expanding access to MIR research and music data
is critical. Future solutions could include a distributed
MIREX system, an API designed for MIR researchers, and
community-led advocacy to stakeholders.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since its very conception, the field of Music Information
Retrieval (MIR) has struggled with data accessibility, due
in part to the nature of music copyright. To deal with this,
MIR researchers have developed methods for avoiding or
circumventing copyright infringement. Said methods in-
clude relying upon public domain and/or Creative Com-
mons music, attainment of certain licenses and/or permis-
sions, use of private in-house data sets, and the access of
music data without specifically accessing the audio itself.
Each of these methods, however, possess inherent draw-
backs such as cost, lack of diverse data, or challenges asso-
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ciated with acquiring required licenses. Public domain and
Creative Commons music is often constrained to Western
classical pieces; in-house data sets require financial invest-
ment; and music data without audio often fail to give a full
picture. These drawbacks contribute to an overall dispar-
ity of access to data in the MIR community and add to the
crisis of reproducibility. In an attempt to strengthen both
MIR research and the MIR community as a whole, this
paper will propose a number of potential solutions to the
drawbacks in existing methods in the hopes that they may
serve as a guiding future direction.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
report on the current concerns and constrictions to data ac-
cess for MIR researchers. In Section 3, we discuss how
datasets from the first ISMIR in 2000 differ from the 10th
ISMIR in 2009, and how both compare to the most recent
ISMIR in 2018. In Section 4, we outline three propos-
als for expanding and enhancing access to music data for
researchers. Finally, in Section 5, we challenge the com-
munity to think urgently about the future and how we can
support efforts to improve access to music data.

2. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

Over the last 20 years, society’s access to music has
evolved. At the first ISMIR conference in 2000, we could
only dream of a world with smartphones complete with
numerous personalized music streaming applications that
make music readily available. Platforms like Spotify and
SoundCloud – that now allow for artists to directly share
music with the world – had yet to be a pervasive reality.

While the rise of these technologies allows end users to
enjoy music more easily and expands MIR research greatly
in scope, data commonly used MIR research has not neces-
sarily become more accessible. As with any rapidly grow-
ing field, careful attention needs to be paid to legal and
scientific concerns with regards to data. In this section, we
provide a historical overview of copyright in the United
States as it relates to MIR research (though similar state-
ments could be said for other countries). We also discuss
the importance of reproducibility for MIR studies.

2.1 History of US Copyright and MIR research

As every MIR researcher is keenly aware, musical record-
ings are closely protected by copyright laws, which vary
by country. In this paper, we treat copyright law in the
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United States as a case study. The Copyright Act of 1790
marks the beginning of copyright in the US [26]. In 1998,
just before the first ISMIR conference, one of the most ex-
tensive laws passed was the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act (DMCA). This law dealt with issues that arose due
to the advent of computers, including allowing data to be
copied temporarily during computer maintenance and the
ease of broadcast data over the Internet. It also facilitated
the implementation of World Intellectual Property Orga-
nization (WIPO) Internet treaties, a set of international
norms aimed at preventing unauthorized access to and use
of creative works on the internet [26]. 1

As technology has continued to evolve, so too have US
laws. In 2018, the Music Modernization Act (MMA) was
passed to establish a system of music licensing for digitally
distributed music of today [4]. The MMA designates a me-
chanical licensing collective to oversee a database of musi-
cal works that is made publicly available, as well as ensure
that artists are paid for their work through the administra-
tion of a blanket license. MMA also specifies what songs
are in the public domain. With a clearer regulation on mu-
sic copyright and establishment of a centralized database
to track down songwriters, MMA helps reduce unneces-
sary US copyright related lawsuits while protecting the in-
terests of the music creators. However, given the global
nature of the MIR community, being compliant with US
laws alone is not enough. As a result, researchers tend to
opt for international open source licenses such as Creative
Commons (see Section 3.2).

2.2 Reproducibility and Validity of Research

Two vital aspects of scientific research are reproducibility
(which encodes reliability) and validity (which often is a
proxy for generalizability). These concepts determine how
“good” research is – a study that cannot be generalized or
trusted is not worth doing.

As MIR tasks grow increasingly complex, it is urgent
that the community address the crisis of reproducibility
and how it affects the reliability of research. At ISMIR
2014, Raffel et. al. reported that differing evaluation imple-
mentations can produce deviations of 9-11% in commonly
used metrics across diverse tasks including beat tracking,
structural segmentation, and melody extraction [29]. The
ability of researchers to verify each other’s work is an inte-
gral step in the scientific process; without it, consensus on
new findings is difficult to reach. That process, however,
has been hindered by the use of copyright-protected data
in MIR research. Privatized data cannot be legally shared
between authors, thus preventing proper re-evaluation for
reproducibility [24].

In addition, private and copyright-protected data can be
expensive to procure, thus incentivizing and often limiting
MIR researchers to using relatively small datasets. This
is unfavorable when considering the external validity of a
study. It is a general consensus, as Sturm puts eloquently,
that “experimental power increases with the number of ob-
servations” [35]. Using larger datasets helps control for

1 https://www.wipo.int/copyright/en/activities/internet_treaties.html

confounding variables and can sometimes reveal subtle
patterns that smaller collections would not pick up on [6].
Smaller datasets carry none of these benefits in addition to
having weaker experimental power, greater susceptibility
to variation, and revealing only the more obvious patterns.
Moreover, limited access to material leads to “restricted
and biased subsets,” which are difficult to generalize to
larger music populations and thus bring into question the
external validity of such studies [37].

3. DATA USAGE & EVOLUTION

In this section, we explore data usage and data evolution
as well as features of datasets commonly used today. We
investigate different classifications of data explored in pa-
pers in three different ISMIR conferences. We then discuss
the evolution of data creation and examine the limitations
of popular datasets.

3.1 Dataset Classification

To illustrate how data usage has evolved over the last 20
years, this paper analyzes datasets used in published pa-
pers from ISMIR 2000 [1], 2009 [2], and 2018 [3]. This is
done in order to answer three key questions. First, are these
datasets diverse enough? Second, how were these datasets
created and did the process get easier or harder over time?
Third, how were these datasets released and what was their
impact?

3.1.1 Genre Classification

To address the first question, we investigate how different
music genres have been represented at ISMIR. To do so,
we examined the published submissions from the first (in
2000), 10th (in 2009), and most recent (in 2018) ISMIR
conferences. Each paper in the respective proceedings was
analyzed by three of the authors of this paper, and all music
data used for analysis, training, or testing was classified by
genre. Although most papers explicitly stated what type of
music was used, any disagreements regarding dataset clas-
sification were discussed until there was consensus. The
results of this survey are displayed in Figure 1. Datasets
that used four or fewer genres were classified with each of
the genres, those with five or more were given the genre
label “various”. 2 As many datasets contained multiple
genres and many papers referenced multiple datasets, there
may be more than one genre representing each paper. Any
genre only used once in a given year was categorized as
“Other,” such as the analysis of opera singing in ISMIR
2018 by Parada-Cabaleiro et.al. [28].

We find that the proceedings in ISMIR 2018 [3] and IS-
MIR 2009 [2] used data from more music genres, and have
a more equal distribution among these genres than those
in 2000 [1]. The proportion of pop and rock songs used
decreased over time as other genres were included. The
proportion of papers that did not use music data or did not

2 Datasets with at least one non-Western genre were labeled both “var-
ious” and “non-Western.” Datasets with only Western genres were given
no other genre labels
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Figure 1: Proportion 3 of the number of papers that use different genres of data from first ISMIR conference in 2000 [1]
to the 10th ISMIR in 2009 [2], to the 19th ISMIR in 2018 [3]. “Excerpts*” refers to music excerpts under 3 seconds, and
“categorical” refers to music selected for a non-genre category such as mood. The “non-Western” category does not include
genres such as J-pop and K-pop, which were classified as solely “pop”.

specify the type of music they used have also decreased
over time. The latter may be due to an increasing empha-
sis on reproducibility in MIR, researchers becoming more
diligent in documenting their data sources so that others
may accurately reproduce their work.

The diversity of MIR research has increased over time.
For example, “electronic”, “categorical”, “non-Western”,
and “single instrument” music were studied in both 2009
and 2018, even though they had not been in 2000. There
has been a substantial increase in papers that consider five
or more different genres. However, non-Western genres
remain comparatively under-studied, and “classical” con-
tinues to be one of the most-studied genres in MIR.

3.1.2 Dataset Collection and Release

To address the second and the third questions, four authors
of this work determined the data classifications for datasets
used in ISMIR 2018. The categories can be applied to both
the dataset creation process and the dataset release process
and are summarized in Table 1. 4

• Creative Commons – CC – includes all datasets re-
leased under a Creative Commons license, such as
MedleyDB [7]. 5

• Public Domain – PD – includes all freely available,
downloadable, open source datasets that are not li-
censed under Creative Commons, including datasets
released on GitHub; for example, The Million Song
Dataset (MSD) [6]. 6

• Commercial datasets – COM – include those that
are owned by for-profit companies such as Spotify
and Deezer, and are therefore either not available for
public use or available only for purchase.

3 Proportion out of all genres labels generated for music data used for
each paper in that year’s ISMIR. The authors found 15 instances of genre
usage in ISMIR 2000, 190 in ISMIR 2009, and 132 in 2018.

4 Note that one dataset can be put into multiple categories.
5 https://medleydb.weebly.com/downloads.html
6 http://millionsongdataset.com/

• In-house datasets – IH – refers to unshareable
datasets that are privately owned or contributed via
personal connections. For example, some of Med-
leyDB’s data are in-house, though the database is re-
leased under CC.

• Library held datasets – LIB – refer to all datasets
that are owned and maintained by libraries, or re-
search institutions, including archives dedicated to
preserving historical audio records; for example, the
University of Iowa Musical Instrument Samples. 7

• Meta library – MET – refers to aggregates of several
existing datasets; for example, the MuMu dataset
combines info from MSD and Amazon Reviews
[27].

• Permission needed category – PER – refers to any
dataset that needs explicit permission to access, but
are available for free or at a minimal cost so as to dis-
tinguish from the commercial category. An example
would be the RWC database [18]. 8

• Short clips category – SHO – consists of datasets
that are made up of short audio samples (usually less
than 30 seconds) or recordings of single notes and
chords. The NSynth dataset is one example [16]. 9

3.2 Evolution of dataset creation process: Creative
Commons and open source practices

Creative Commons [34] is an international system that cre-
ators can use to offer certain usage rights to the public
while reserving other rights. This licensing allows con-
tent to be distributed within the boundaries of copyright
laws, ensuring that creators get credit for their work while
allowing for non-commercial distribution and use of the

7 http://theremin.music.uiowa.edu/MIS.html
8 https://staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/RWC-MDB/
9 https://magenta.tensorflow.org/datasets/nsynth
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Category Creation Count Release Count
CC 10 22
PD 16 32

COM 9 5
IH 18 5

LIB 9 9
MET 9 0
PER 4 9
SHO 12 12

unclear 17 12

Table 1: Classifications of datasets in ISMIR 2018 [3].
Creation count is the number of datasets in each form as
gathered by dataset creator, while release count refers to
the number of datasets in each form as released for use.
There were a number of papers that were not clear on the
dataset that they used.

copyrighted material [9, 19]. There are six types of Cre-
ative Commons licenses, all applicable worldwide [9, 19].

Before the emergence of Creative Commons in 2002
[8], early MIR research used small and idealized data sets
[24]. This is evident in the proceedings of the first ISMIR
conference held in 2000, which suffered from a lack of
data. Out of the ten papers published in the proceedings,
only six described the datasets used. Out of these six, just
two papers – [21, 30] – used existing databases, while the
other four had to gather data on their own. In comparison
with ISMIR 2000, ISMIR 2018 has expanded not just in
the scope and complexity of MIR research, but also in the
number of datasets referenced, leveraging the resources li-
censed under Creative Commons or in the public domain.

3.3 Popular Databases Today

Some of the most influential datasets are Million Song
Dataset (MSD), RWC and MedleyDB. As of June 2019,
according to Semantic Scholar, these sets were cited 560,
364, and 124 times respectively. 10 Some CC and OPS
datasets such as Jamendo are popular, but their influence
is difficult to quantify because citations are often not ex-
plicitly required. 11 Both MedleyDB and Jamendo rely on
Creative Commons for copyright-free distribution of music
files [7, 20].

In ISMIR 2018 alone, the MSD was used in 11 dif-
ferent papers, making it one of the most frequently cited
datasets in that conference. Released in 2011, the MSD
is a freely available collection of derived Echo Nest fea-
tures and metadata of one million contemporary Western
commercial songs [6]. The dataset can be used along with
7digital to fetch short samples of songs within certain
limitations for free [6].

This lack of audio is not unusual; our investigations
(described in Section 3.1) found that about one-fifth of all

10 Accessed on June 23, 2019
11 https://www.jamendo.com/

datasets used in ISMIR 2018 do not contain any audio files.
Research on this kind of data is limited to the provided fea-
tures (by Echo Nest in the case of MSD), and does not al-
low for the kind of in-depth investigation that audio data
provides. However, the model of collaborating with free,
community-driven datasets as well as commercial compa-
nies has served as a good solution for expanding the scale
of MIR datasets without violating copyright law.

Due to copyright limitations, many MIR researchers
also choose to use music databases that consist exclusively
of public domain works, Creative Commons works, or
those with limited features of the raw audio. The Classical
Music Archive, for instance, is a large repository of clas-
sical music with each track existing in public domain [5].
The pervasiveness of classical music (and dirth of other
genres) in the public domain leads to research being greatly
skewed towards the classical genre with other genres being
explored much less. Although this research remains impor-
tant, it is worth pointing out that the vast majority of music
produced today is not classical, and is not encompassed by
these studies.

Other datasets avoid copyright infringement by omit-
ting material subject to copyright. For instance, Acous-
ticBrainz is a publicly available database that is entirely
composed of features extracted from songs, rather than the
songs themselves [5]. AcousticBrainz extracts features on
the song level, accumulating the values researchers might
want to use and associating them with songs without stor-
ing any audio [5]. Similarly, in 2006, OMEN was proposed
as a system of feature extraction that would take place in
libraries [22]. The proposal indicates a method of commu-
nication between researchers and libraries that would al-
low researchers to request specific features from a specific
song that would then be extracted by librarians. Frame-
works such as OMEN would help researchers circumvent
copyright and the cost of in-house datasets while protect-
ing content created by artists through the separation of mu-
sic from its features to create more available music data.

3.4 Many Datasets; Yet Limited Data & Data Access

Despite the numerous cited datasets, an issue repeatedly
raised within MIR is the existence of bias 12 in data com-
monly used in the field. Bias is frequently inevitable due
to lack of resources. For example, the structural segmenta-
tion task in MIREX 2010 used two datasets with 397 songs
in total almost exclusively biased towards Western popular
music [15]. This was partially because the data were do-
nated by a few universities and were therefore limited in
quantity and diversity. A new annotated dataset with over
1,300 songs covering pop, jazz, classical and world mu-
sic then became available in 2011 [15], and has been used
since in the structural segmentation task of MIREX.

Community and partnership-driven data initiatives have
provided working data access to further MIR research.
However each member of the MIR community faces

12 Bias can exist in terms of geographic location, musical instruments,
music genres, musical styles and musical fundamentals such as key, har-
mony, tempo and rhythm.
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unique hindrances to accessing data. MSD and Creative
Commons currently help researchers bypass these chal-
lenges with innovative solutions, but do not support a data
access framework for the MIR community as a whole.

4. PROPOSALS

As concerns about access and reproducibilty mount, we
offer proposals to increase data access that draw upon re-
sources existing within the MIR community. These sug-
gestions seek to address the crisis of reproducibility while
working within current copyright law.

The three proposals below tackle these issues from three
different parts of the MIR community. The first calls upon
our academic partners to build a distributed MIREX. The
second asks our industrial partners to leverage their exist-
ing infrastructures. The third asks the whole community to
expand our support for dataset creators. Noting that MIR
researchers around the world fall under different copyright
laws given their location, some of these proposals focus
on actions that could be taken in the United States (to the
benefit of the worldwide community), while others provide
potential global solutions.

4.1 Academic Proposal: Distributed MIREX

Our first proposal is a new, decentralized, distributed Mu-
sic Information Retrieval Exchange (MIREX) system that
would build on the success of the existing MIREX infras-
tructure, while leveraging previously untapped resources
to support the development of such a system. Drawing on
the strengths of the proposals in [11–13], this distributed
MIREX seeks to be a middle ground between small, in-
house datasets and large industrial ones – allowing re-
searchers to test algorithms without violating copyright or
relying solely on non-copyrighted music.

This proposed system would distribute the responsibili-
ties and challenges associated with running MIREX among
three institutions, by creating two new MIREX sites in ad-
dition to the current one run by IMIRSEL at University
of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). Though the startup
cost of a new MIREX site is substantial (data, servers, and
other infrastructure needs), creating several MIREX loca-
tions is a long-term investment in MIR research and future
researchers. More MIREX locations will increase the com-
munity’s opportunities to access music datasets and allow
for additional comparisons between algorithms.

4.1.1 Current MIREX

MIREX was created by IMIRSEL as a method to make
comparisons between algorithms. The system’s process of
submitting, running, and returning results ensures that the
music data being used is in accordance with US copyright
laws [10]. Though MIREX has been a successful tool for
MIR research, it presents challenges of accessibility and
efficiency. In response to these challenges, several MIR
papers have called on the community for help and have
proposed a distribution of MIREX responsibilities includ-
ing: a web service system to give some algorithm execu-

tion responsibility to the user [13], a distributed task man-
agement [11], a breakdown of the MIR process across labs
participating in the NEMA framework with inter-lab com-
munication [12], and a proposal for a distributed computa-
tion model that leverages open source methods [23].

4.1.2 Logistics of Distributed MIREX

The first step in creating a distributed MIREX is to iden-
tify the additional two sites. We propose that the three sites
would not operate in a coordinated fashion, as suggested
in [11, 12], other than ensuring that the timings of the runs
do not overlap. Undergraduate-focused institutions – com-
mon in the US – are ideal for selection as new MIREX
locations, as these schools tend to have existing systems
for supporting undergraduate student research and student
work-study programs.

Within the MIR community, MegsRadio, under the di-
rection of Douglas Turbull, is an example of an under-
graduate student driven MIR project that thrived at Ithaca
College [36]. MegsRadio ran throughout the year with
students addressing technical issues as well as working
on user-facing elements of their work [36]. Student in-
volvement similar to that in MegsRadio is what we envi-
sion for the proposed distributed MIREX. Additionally, re-
search has suggested that students who do undergraduate
research in STEM may be more likely to pursue a gradu-
ate/professional degree in a STEM field [14]. It stands to
reason that these findings could be extended to MIR, espe-
cially the field’s technical aspects. As such, intentionally
involving more undergraduates in MIR research will help
broaden the field and provide some of the labor required to
maintain a distributed MIREX system.

In addition to the potential of undergraduate workers,
our distributed MIREX’s ability to run algorithms on dif-
ferent datasets multiple times per year could allow re-
searchers the the chance to test their work more than once
a year. Furthermore, this system could lessen the indi-
vidual infrastructure-related responsibility of handling the
“interim data explosion” problem [12] caused by specific
algorithms. More locations could allow for more storage
of features created and generated by algorithms, which the
current MIREX discards due to storage limitations [12].
The task of maintaining not only the data itself, but any
features created by algorithms, would be distributed to var-
ious MIREX sites – thus addressing the infrastructure ca-
pacity issues in the current model. The current system en-
tails engaging in several hours of intensive back and forth
communication with participants about their algorithms as
described in [11]. Instead, this distributed MIREX could
increase access to more diverse and quality datasets over
time as well as foster growth in the MIR community. Addi-
tionally, the creation of the distributed MIREX would com-
pliment open source systems like those proposed in [23] at
ISMIR 2016.

4.2 Industrial Proposal: Researcher API License

As the MIR field has grown, so have industrial research
groups and public-facing technologies. To complement
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our academic proposal, we advocate developing a re-
searcher API license that leverages existing industrial in-
frastructure. This proposed new license would be designed
with the workflow of MIR research practices in mind and
would allow for actions that are completely disjointed from
current developer licenses.

Developer licenses are designed with software devel-
opers in mind and possess inherent restrictions that make
them unsuited for MIR research. For example, a streaming
phone app that allows for streaming from a different plat-
form would be created under a developer license. But ac-
tions such as feature extraction, harmonic-percussive sep-
aration, and sampling are in violation of most developer
licenses (for example, see Section IV.1.a of [33]). These
guidelines leave very little room for MIR research of any
kind, and similar language exists on other APIs’ terms of
use, including Soundcloud’s API terms of use that pro-
hibits the using of any data from their platform (see [32]).

We propose that companies with existing developer li-
censes and API infrastructure (such as Spotify and Sound-
Cloud) create a new license that explicitly allows for com-
mon MIR practices such as feature extraction and explic-
itly prohibits using algorithm outputs for commercial or
listening purposes, but limits casual listening. To create
appropriately narrow language, companies could consult
with IMIRSEL who forged similar agreements to build the
MIREX [10]. Such a license addresses concerns about
data biased towards popular music, as smaller artists can
directly share their work on these streaming platforms.

An immediate and real concern with such a license is
the potential for abuse. To help address this concern, we
propose the creation of an ethics training module similar
to those taken by researchers conducting work using hu-
man and animal subjects (colloquially referred to as IRB
courses). In this ethics training module, MIR researchers
would be educated on the ethical, cultural, and financial
issues at play in using and misusing music data. MIR re-
searchers would also have to complete various assessments
that certify their understanding of these nuanced issues.

This proposal has the potential for global reach as many
companies already operate in several countries, and seeks
to provide access to more diverse data.

4.3 Community Proposal: Usage and Advocacy

In addition to creating a decentralized MIREX system and
an academic API license, the MIR community must also
continue to support the current creators and maintainers
of research datasets, not only through their use but through
advocacy of laws that make them possible in the first place.
The passing of laws such as the Music Modernization Act
in the US (Section 2.1) affect the MIR community, but the
community had no influence on the creation or implemen-
tation of this policy.

Since ISMIR is affected by these policy changes, it is
important for the society to know about the current poli-
cies. It would be beneficial to be involved in the politics be-
hind these laws to ensure that the voices of researchers are
heard. Many research societies have created frameworks

for government communication. The American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) has the Cen-
ter for Science Diplomacy, which connects science to pol-
icy and allows the strengthening of connections between
diplomatic and science communities [17]. The American
Mathematical Society (AMS) is a part of the Coalition for
National Science Funding and the Task Force on Ameri-
can Innovation, both of which are alliances of professional,
academic, and scientific organizations that advocate for is-
sues that affect the members and their communities [31].
These alliances and committees ensure that these fields of
research are not negatively affected by policy changes and
that the voices of the societies are heard.

As stated on the ISMIR website, one of the purposes of
the ISMIR Organization is “to cooperate with representa-
tives of other organizations and disciplines toward the fur-
therance of music information retrieval” [25]. To achieve
this goal, it is necessary to cooperate not only with other
research societies but also with the government bodies that
create the infrastructures that MIR researchers work un-
der. The creation of an ad-hoc committee or some other
system focused on current music policy changes and ad-
vocating for music research in policy would benefit the
MIR community. Allying with other music research or-
ganizations such as the American Musicological Society
or the International Musicological Society could also help
facilitate change in music policy for the betterment of re-
search. These systems would benefit both the society and
the growth of the MIR field as a whole.

5. CONCLUSION: TOWARDS A STRONGER
MIR COMMUNITY

We have proposed three possibilities for expanding re-
searcher access to music data. While progress on any of
these three proposals will better the field, simultaneous ef-
forts will lead to a collective impact that is greater than
the sum of each proposal’s individual impacts. For exam-
ple, as new MIREX locations begin, industrial researchers
can consult on how to design and build appropriate in-
frastructure given the school’s constraint. Similarly, in
the US model, undergraduate students working in MIR re-
search groups would make excellent testers for early ver-
sions of companys’ researcher API licenses. Finally, with
the creation of an ad-hoc committee (supported by the IS-
MIR board) representing the interests of MIR researchers
to policy-makers and vice versa, the whole MIR commu-
nity will be better informed about current laws concerning
music. This increased awareness will help to continually
improve both academic and industrial research efforts.

Unequal access to music data has led to field-wide is-
sues including a crisis of reproducibility and concerns
about access. Despite this, future directions and solutions
do exist. By implementing the multi-pronged approach
outlined in this paper, MIR research can adapt to overcome
these obstacles and avoid the looming schism between cor-
porate and independent labs. Moreover, the methods we
have proposed will foster cooperation within the field and
could lead to greater diversity within MIR.
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